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AUTHOR’S  NOTE

Selected IMPROVISATIONS highlights the progression of the full-length
IMPROVISATIONS from its origins in projective verse through its fusion with
textual and visual poetry. Applying the concepts of spontaneous composition
employed in the free jazz idiom to literary composition, IMPROVISATIONS
evolves in the manner of an extended performance by an ensemble such as
the Cecil Taylor Unit. Its multi-voiced texts  orchestrate  and  score  the  aural
and visual  patterns that advance the work’s performance/creation. Since
Selected IMPROVISATIONS  can’t incorporate all the elements and nuances
of the full-length IMPROVISATIONS, it introduces the reader to the core
thematic and structural elements of  the original  work.
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its wooden trenches digging forth
the plotter�s brazen wedge

(the hussy 
 repeating her hooded I

by the tide
of Gloucester�s cut.

The dictionary�s deck
dealt fiction from the bottom
or the turvied top

the poetry the
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entity presenting

its line to the verdicts
of yet another time, its
edicts pyrotechnic to
the electric senses of

angles

pitched sharp against 

the fork of A

5.

Be the sight of sound
see the victims of dicta shed
de-fragment the hard-tempered drive
toward claviered necessities
where touch rings its nascent flurry
against the jar of its own ringing
voice

the precious distemper, its fluid imprecocity
imbibed the hearts of the few who dared
wring blood from ash with wine-stamp feet

in the lands beyond
the dead�s velocity shredders
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polytonal appliances electric
songs of the co-dependent id

embittered on native roots, the soiled
assumptions grated

through cement insinuating
dementia in its harrowed mold
creative 

furrowing the lost Pharoahs
under the desert sea, embittered
by lost chance

stated in its destiny 
& unspoken manifestos
voice

the ear lost to its own
insight

leaps across its rage
embossed its furious dance

with mourning taps & evening
revelry.  Astound the weeping page

issuing outrageous encomiums & early
participles that delay the daily spread played

one nagging forum after the other’s split whistle
spits greased palms through the weathered

storms encoring across the pleasured coasts
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IS

where nature knows
its measure, meant

strictly to sow

flowing fields of legerdemain growing
fiscal leaps austere among sleeping lions
secure in the yield of their domain

breathless intent the foreplay fronting
the final hunt of conquest intoning death-

less cement at the behest of its cornerstone

3.

where pray the faithful dead
must risen to the skies imploring
attenuation of a nation’s concern

riddling meaning to the monks
of orgiastic cells welling the better

meant to serve their

concubines of torpid lineage and sweat
the quickened heart of calculus running
free to found its symmetry in formula that 
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the fatuous naugahyde turrets 

upstaged replaceable e� lan 

emboldens forthright stagger

the wagers gather holdings

while they sleigh triumphant flagons

sharpened punctuation postures

implanting their foetal rectitude

at holiday’s tumored behest

the fourth width surely narrows

the receiver’s amber slanted eye’s

devouring collage as slathering rumors

effecting the gathering I’s  
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the  suck  of mire  infects  the tide 
of  all  transparencies  inherent  in
disciplined  transmission  without 
regard  for  face  deed  fluids auto-
matically   standard  or  leased  or
litigant adrenalin adipose without
regard to sustenance of  available

or the weight of shattered nuptials
crossing the diligent reflux vapor cascade 
disseminating honeymoon time-share condoms
meriting a key of vast disdain. Nor conundrum follies
tearing the follicles of their upscaled delight as a future
impediment. Wearing armed brocades that shatter windows 
of hot pursuit, the naked ambulances past its chattering charade.
Keeping their silent riot nailed to the irrigation vespers the latter entry. 

NOTA BENE:

 

                  �

matter | colonies of former rectitude assail
swept | the wall of fainting virtues, nor will
under | force its tragedian influx paramount.
apostate | Intestate
skies         proclamations deter the pineal�

   minimal glow
 cataleptic reduced to ampersand
 shrubbery & follicle resplendence

regardless of tangerine vectors
incriminating the forthright, substance
of cuticled cognoscenti as supplicants wavered
truculent animosity under twisting dilettante fingers
stirring a vacant drink. Their latent attitude receptors blur
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moving the moment free of Moebian fixity
flux of being fixed in time or language
evanescence sculpted in stone fleeting as
present erosion of past glottal memories
glimmering surface then depth the flight of
sun of night of arbitrary history unveiling
new dust futures featuring wind scalpel
musty surgeon smell plotting time scams
for fun and prophet hindsight PERMAFLUX
ADDITIVE NOW ON SALE! heightened
instability tensors time and tendon rock
erosion new forms of being inanimate past
neuroleptic corrosion transmitters effluvial
convalescence stone bids surface hew his-
toric depth charges blasting trans-missions
form to confetti content shimmer-ing motes
verbal sculpture glimmering air currents
glittering  the  Moebian  shimmer  ruptures

THE HIERARCHY WOULD PRESUME ITS NATAL FIXATION A
SLATED OFFERING ACROSS HORIZONTAL LINES
ACCRETION OF MYSTIC DATA VULNERABLE TO INSIPID
PREDATION CARNAL FIXITY SLATED UMBRAGE SHUFFLING
ENAMORED DECKS OF HANDS IN HOLDS BANDING THE
BLUE MUSIC FORBIDDEN ON THE WALTZ DECK UNDER
COASTAL SAILS ATOMIZING REFLECTION OF CURRENT
MISDEEDS ON BLOOD-SPATTERED NAPKINS PACKING
RESIDUAL NATIONAL DATA PREFIGURATIONS INSTITUTES
DIPLOMATIC TAPESTRIES RESIDUAL PAIN STAKERS
WOODEN AT HEART DULL IN FRENZIED LATITUDE
CONCEPTION OR INVECTIVE LACKING HOSPITABLE
LAMINATION CENTRIST WHERE CLOCKWISE VESTIBULES
GATHER SUNDER OR PAST RENT MISDEEDING  VICARAGE
SURCHARGE VENTRICLE LATHERS TO ORIFICE VENDORS
CACKLING SEEDLING MISCHIEF THROUGH OZONE
LAYERED GRINS PROCLAIMING FOETAL AMNESTY
TOWARD MATERNAL EMBARGOS SCATTERING PRAYERS
AMONG THE SINFUL DISCLAIMERS ACHING HOSTAGE
TESTICLES VAMPING LARGE UNDER FLOODLIGHT INTER-
ROGATIONS STAMPING THE NATION AT LARGE AS A
SITUATIONAL ETHICS BIN LADEN WITH ANTHRACITE EYES
AND FURY GUMDROP LAPELS MIKING THE AMPLIFIED
SCATTER OF GERMINAL THOUGHTS GONE TERMINAL
RATHER TASTILY AMONG THE BUDS BLATHERING
CONTRITE EMPIRICAL DATA SEMBLANCE AS FRUCTOSE
GARLIC BREATH ADMIXTURE TO SAPIENT HOMILY
CRITTERS PERIODONTAL AS A NIGHTLY MASSACRE ALONG
THE OPPOSITIONAL GUMLINE A PRAYER TO THE NIGHTLY
ORIFICE STANDING SO MIGHTILY AT A FOREGONE STAKE
ENTRY GRUESOME APPLE PIE DISPLAYING ITS MIGHT  TO

650

From CXL

*

motion resumes full force forward no glottal stops no grammatical stops the
pause that refleshes gone the way of aqueduct formalities past artifacts
superimposed deny indentured futures posited as regular ports of entry no
entity predisposed of ancient ruins accommodating lectured states in
triumph primeval or prime ordeal vacant as rumored tiffs in skeletal
laundromat configurations as tempests brew accolades drifting across
template seals organum harmonies primal electric grid shakes loose
emblematic seals in search of fish-fried continents drifting wide beyond
nexus its reluctant grip a steadfast aperture to somnolent gridlock isomers
polytonal as silence among multitudes evacuating incandescent latitudes
a fiery frost its nomenclature reverie crosses romantic space-time notion
junctures vectors of punctual irrigation timewise as slotted vestibules lather
under bent sensors fibrillating time crux reading phosphorescent icons to
sleep laminate bedding erosion to ductile factor in storming  beauty  sent
prayers intimating mortal tumescence gravid as bone hidden on forward
surface platter charges large invective battering layers of the left as they face
rhetorical charges lacking depth or nuance a largesse stamping out
asymmetry its mission a flayed accompli tarnishing rectal values its vision
intent on revamping customary rations increasing charges bent on gloating
slimmer grins of vulture beaks predatory rupture where dimmer lies erase
catalytic enigmas facing close erasure or attitudinal sea biscuits star-gazing
skyward at the least abstruse nuance gale force corrosion of tidy
supplements popping labeled appellations against reified hiking gestures
shattering iridescent criminal effort bone allotments germinal shredders
starched fluorescent laundry caskets large as glucose emissions right at
perineal ductility mobiles luring vacant strata transmission to shit gears
right at the moment closest to the umbilical glance rancid as turgid lectures
bottling thought enclosures per review pending arrival of the fittest display
room module forthrightly looming over swimming stares longing to make
I contact wherever your needs are sold or emboldened restitution for
unsightly marzipan diaphragms stripping saint remover over its catalytic
reverters penning gloomy subsidiaries to ontological dentistry modalities
slurping the night’s due haste in fractured light colonies impending doom
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PRELUDE

Ecstasy occurs at the point of pre-construction. Extrapolating from
Jean-Paul Sartre’s The Transcendence of the Ego, IMPROVISATIONS
writes the moment of perception before the “I” forms by processing the
sensory data: a pre-construction. Deconstruction, automatic writing,
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry, Concrete poetry and author-generated
indeterminacy— a literary analogue to free jazz. IMPROVISATIONS
extends Jack Kerouac’s Spontaneous Bop Prosody to the immediacy of
open form—not Bird blowing two choruses on“rhythm” changes but
Cecil Taylor plunking “IS”on a verbal keyboard: energy music, shape-
shifting formcontent ecstasy in the moment of creation/pre-construction.
The computer (as solo and ensemble “instrument”) updates Charles
Olson’s compositional field with varied fonts, font sizes, tables, text
boxes, text justification, watermarks and graphic elements. Linguistic
alchemy: sound becomes sight, creates and releases tension inherent
between fixed and fluid forms. Outside the linear: Being as transitive
state, meta-poem as real time process, moment freezing to history’s
glyph thaws back to movement, vertical and horizontal lines opposing
histories/philosophies/modes of being, jazz coming from Africa in holds
of slave ships, and contemporary American political climate, among
others, recur as riffs/motifs in varying aural and visual contexts. In
reading/mind performance, space=pace: stanzas breathing white read
more slowly than full justification passages no punctuation high-energy 
race horse tempo. Text as texture. Punctuation beats pulse or rim-shot.
Columns and tables read consecutively or concurrently: text as
interactive score, one voice orchestrated as multiple— linguistic
polytonality. Choose the route, or several, through the moment’s real-
time prism. It’s performance now.
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